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XXXIV. rustico di fujppo ; bobx about 1200; died,
1270.
The writings of this Tuscan poet (called also Rustico Barbuto)
show signs of more vigour and versatility than was common in
his day7 and be probably began writing in Italian verse even
before'many of those already mentioned. In his old age, he,
though a Ghibelline, received the dedication of the Tesoretto
froni~tfae Gnelf Brunette Latini, who there pays him unqualified
homage for surpassing worth in peace and war. It is strange
that more should not be known regarding this doubtless remark-
able man. His compositions have sometimes much humour,
and on the whole convey the impression of an active and energetic
nature. Moreover, Trucchi pronounces some of them to be as
pure in language as the poems of Dante or Guido Cavalcanti,
though written thirty or forty years earlier.
TYYV.   PCCCIAEELLO Dl FlORENZA, 1260.
XXXVI.	albebtuccio delia viola, 1260.
XXXVII.	T05IMASO BUZZUOLA, DA FAENZA, 1280.
XXXVIII.	xoffo boxaguida, 1280.
XXXIX.	leppo paschi de' babdi, 1280.
XL. seb pace, xotaio da fiobexza, 1280.
XLI. niccolo degli albizzt, 1300.
The noble Florentine family of Albizzi produced writers of
poetry in more than one generation. The vivid and admirable
sonnet which I have translated is the only one I have met with
by Xiccolo. I must confess my inability to trace the circum-
stances which gave rise to it.
XLLL francesco da barberino ; born, 1264; died, 1348.
With the exception of Brunette Latini (whose poems are
neither very poetical nor well adapted for extract), Francesco
da Barberino shows by far the most sustained productiveness
among the poets who preceded Dante, or were contemporaries
of his youth. Though born only one year in advance of Dante,
Barberino seems to have undertaken, if not completed, his two
long poetic treatises, some years before the commencement of
the Commedia.
^This poet was born at Barberino di Valdelsa, of a noble family,
his father being Xeri di Rinuccio da Barberino. Up to the year
of Ms father's death, 1296,.he pursued the study of law chiefly
in Bologna and Padua; but afterwards removed to Florence for
the same purpose, and seems to have been there, even earlier,
one of the many distinguished disciples of Brunetto Latini, who

